Introduction {#Sec1}
============

An accurate perception of time and the ability to precisely time the duration of temporal intervals are essential conditions for appropriate behavioral control. Over the last decades, several different issues concerning time perception have been investigated, such as whether there is a dedicated mechanism for judging duration ("internal clock"), and which internal and external factors are relevant for our perception of time^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^. In the present study, we investigated whether the perceived duration of a visual stimulus is affected by its color.

A potential effect of color on time perception arises because of effects of color on emotion. It is well-established that red light, which consists predominantly of longer wavelengths, induces higher levels of arousal^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^. Beside the hue of a color stimulus (e.g., green, red, or blue), it is, however, important to consider the two other perceptual dimensions of color: brightness (perceived intensity of the light; e.g., bright vs. dark) and saturation (difference to an achromatic stimulus, i.e., a neutral grey or white)^[@CR8]^. A red hue causes higher arousal than a blue hue for colors of equal brightness and saturation, at least when the colors have a medium to high level of saturation^[@CR9]^. In research on time perception, especially in the context of duration judgments, arousal represents an important, sometimes even the main driving factor. The relationship between arousal and duration judgments can be described in terms of the prominent pacemaker-accumulator models of time perception^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^, also termed internal-clock models. These models propose a clock device consisting of two subcomponents: a *pacemaker* emitting pulses and an *accumulator* counting these pulses. The amount of pulses accumulated during a defined temporal interval (e.g., during the presentation of a visual stimulus) is positively correlated with the perceived length of this interval. Arousal is assumed to directly influence the rate of pulse emission by the pacemaker^[@CR11],[@CR13]^. Higher levels of arousal are associated with an increased rate of pulse emission. Imagine that a red and a blue stimulus are both presented for 500 ms, and that the red stimulus causes higher arousal than the blue stimulus. Then the number of clock pulses accumulated during the 500 ms stimulus duration will be larger for the red than for the blue stimulus due to the arousal-induced increase in pulse rate. According to the internal-clock model, this should result in a longer perceived duration of the red compared to the blue stimulus. Such effects of arousal on time perception were reported in several experiments manipulating the level of arousal^[@CR13]--[@CR15]^, for example by means of emotional valence of presented facial expressions^[@CR16]--[@CR18]^, threatening character^[@CR19]^, and erotic content^[@CR20]^.

As higher levels of saturation and brightness also induce more arousal (irrespective of a specific hue)^[@CR9]^, it is therefore important to carefully control for these non-hue-related aspects of color stimuli. While brightness and saturation may also influence our perception of duration (via arousal), we focused on effects of hue in the present study as this dimension is most prominent in the everyday experience of color. Effects of hue on time perception have not been studied extensively, and the existing studies often failed to control for differences in brightness and saturation. Moreover, it is preferable to realize isoluminance (brightness matching) of different color stimuli on the individual level, for example by means of flicker photometry^[@CR8]^, which was not done in all previous studies.

For instance, Gorn, *et al*.^[@CR21]^ reported that the duration of a red screen was overestimated in comparison to a blue screen. In this particular study, hue, brightness, and saturation were manipulated independently. However, the dependent measures (quickness ratings of download speed) are rather uninformative, and the brightness was matched according to colorimetric measurements and not adjusted individually. A small but significant temporal overestimation of red stimuli compared to blue stimuli, restricted to male participants, was found by Shibasaki and Masataka^[@CR22]^, using a one-interval duration-discrimination task (temporal bisection task)^[@CR3]^. However, brightness and saturation were not controlled. Contrary to the reports of temporal overestimation of red stimuli, an opposite effect was found by Smets^[@CR23]^: In a verbal estimation task and a time reproduction task (for a description of these tasks see a recent review by Thönes and Oberfeld^[@CR24]^), participants overestimated the duration of blue stimuli in comparison to red stimuli. While brightness was matched individually, the study by Smets failed to control for possible differences in the saturation of the different color stimuli. Further studies on effects of color on time perception did also not provide clear evidence for a temporal overestimation of red stimuli^[@CR25],[@CR26]^, and may even challenge the notion of red being more arousing than blue^[@CR27],[@CR28]^.

On a more general level, the performance of participants in time perception tasks can be characterized in terms of *accuracy*, which indexes the (signed) deviation of a judgment from the veridical value, and in terms of *precision*, which refers to the *variability* of the judgments^[@CR24]^. Most of the previous studies considered only effects of color on the accuracy of time perception, and ignored potential effects on precision.

To overcome these limitations, the present study investigates potential effects of hue on time perception by means of a two-interval duration-discrimination task. The presented red and blue stimuli were individually brightness matched and the saturation was controlled colorimetrically. The data were analyzed both in terms of accuracy and precision. Based on the aforementioned pacemaker-accumulator models of interval timing^[@CR11]^, we assumed that participants overestimate the duration of stimuli of red hue (high arousal) in comparison to stimuli of blue hue (low arousal). In the two-interval duration-discrimination task, two stimuli of slightly different duration are presented successively, and the participant has to indicate which stimulus was longer in duration. Non-temporal stimulus properties, such as the hue, may result in a longer or shorter perceived duration of stimuli with identical physical duration. A systematic difference in perceived duration between, e.g., a red and a blue stimulus is indexed by a deviation of the point of subjective equality (PSE) from the point of objective equality. If we denote the duration of the first stimulus by *T*~1~ and the duration of the second stimulus by *T*~2~, then the PSE is defined as the difference in duration (*T*~2~ − *T*~1~) at which the participants are indifferent as to which of the two stimuli has a longer duration. Thus, the PSE is the 50% point on the psychometric function (PMF) relating the difference in duration between second and first stimulus (*T*~2~ − *T*~1~) to the proportion of trials on which a participant responded that the duration of the second stimulus was longer, which we denote by *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer"). If the PSE differs between the two orders of presentation (red-blue versus blue-red), this indicates a relative over- or underestimation of duration depending on the hue, and thus an effect of hue on the *accuracy* of time perception.

In addition, data from two-interval duration-discrimination tasks provide information about the *precision* of temporal judgments in terms of the duration difference limen (DL) that can be estimated from the psychometric function. While it has been shown repeatedly that increased levels of arousal affect the accuracy of temporal judgments, leading to an overestimation of duration, arousal did not affect the precision of temporal judgments in previous studies^[@CR18],[@CR20],[@CR29]^. Therefore, since arousal was assumed to be the main driving factor for effects of hue on time perception, we expected an overestimation of red stimuli in comparison to blue stimuli, but no effect of hue on the precision of temporal judgments, measured by the duration DL.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Duration judgments {#Sec3}
------------------

On each trial, the participants compared the duration of two sequentially presented visual stimuli that were each either red or blue. One of the two stimuli (standard; *s*) always had a duration of 500 ms, and the duration of the other stimulus (comparison; *c*) was varied from 300 to 700 ms in steps of 50 ms. The comparison was presented first (stimulus order \<*cs*\>) or second (stimulus order \<*sc*\>) with equal probability. In a first step, we analyzed the proportion of "second stimulus longer"-responses, *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer"), as a function of color sequence on trials where the durations of the first and the second stimulus were identical (500 ms). Note that the color sequences blue-red (b-r) and red-blue (r-b) provide the data for the relevant between-color comparisons. In b-r trials, "second stimulus longer"-responses represent "red longer"-responses. In r-b trials, "second stimulus longer"-responses represent "blue longer"-responses. We also investigated potential differences between the same-color conditions blue-blue (b-b) and red-red (r-r). An absence of such effects would strengthen the results obtained for the between-color comparisons.

As presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, when the duration of both stimuli was identical (500 ms), the mean *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer") was larger in trials with a blue stimulus at the second temporal position relative to trials with a red stimulus at the second position. We analyzed the effect of stimulus color on *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer") by means of a repeated-measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA) with the within-subjects factor color sequence (b-r, r-b, b-b, r-r). We used a univariate approach with Huynh-Feldt correction for the degrees of freedom^[@CR30]^. The correction factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathop{\varepsilon }\limits^{ \sim }$$\end{document}$ is reported, and partial η^2^ is reported as a measure of association strength. By means of post-hoc paired-samples *t*-tests (two-tailed), we compared the between-color conditions b-r and r-b and the same-color conditions b-b and r-r. An α-level of 0.05 was used for all analyses. For the pairwise comparisons, we report Cohen's *d*~*z*~^[@CR31]^ as a measure of effect size in a within-subjects design. Because non-normally distributed measures can cause problems in repeated-measures ANOVAs^[@CR32]^, the proportions were arcsin-square-root transformed^[@CR33]^ to obtain a closer approximation to the normal distribution. In the rmANOVA, the effect of color sequence was significant, *F*(3, 36) = 5.768, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathop{\varepsilon }\limits^{ \sim }$$\end{document}$ = 1.0*, p* = 0.003, η~p~^2^ = 0.325. Post-hoc paired-samples *t*-tests showed a significant difference in *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer") between the color sequences b-r and r-b, *t*(12) = 2.503, *p* = 0.028, *d*~*z*~ = 0.69. Thus, when the duration of the two stimuli was identical, blue stimuli were more frequently judged as longer than red stimuli than vice versa, indicating a relative overestimation of the duration of the blue stimuli. The difference between the same-color conditions (b-b and r-r) did not reach statistical significance, *t*(12) = 2.161, *p* = 0.052.Figure 1Mean proportion of "Second stimulus longer"-responses (*P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer")) on trials where the duration of both stimuli was 500 ms, as a function of color sequence. Error bars indicate +1 standard error of the mean (SEM). *N* = 13. \*Indicates statistically significant differences (*p* \< 0.05).

In the second step, we fitted a cumulative-normal psychometric function (PMF) to the observed responses and determined the point of subjective equality (PSE) and the duration difference limen (DL) for each of the 13 participants, for each color sequence (b-r, r-b, b-b, r-r). For analyses including the factor comparison position, please refer to the Supplementary Information. The PMF plots *P*("2^nd^ stimulus longer") as a function of the duration difference between the second and the first stimulus. The DL was defined as half the difference between the 75%- and the 25%-point on the PMF. Example PMFs for one subject are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, for the two between-color comparisons (color sequences b-r and r-b; left panel) and the two same-color comparisons (color sequences b-b and r-r; right panel). In the example, the PMFs in the left panel show that, for the color sequence r-b, the participants perceived the second stimulus to be identical in duration to the first stimulus when the actual duration difference was close to 0 ms. In contrast, for the color sequence b-r, the two stimuli were perceived as identical in duration when the second stimulus (red) was 45 ms longer than the first stimulus (blue). This shift of the psychometric function to the right, that is, a larger PSE than for the color sequence r-b, indicates that the duration of the blue stimulus was overestimated relative to the duration of the red stimulus. Note also that a steeper slope of the PMF (i.e., a smaller DL) indicates higher temporal discrimination sensitivity (precision).Figure 2Example psychometric functions for one participant. Left panel: color sequence r-b (blue line) compared to b-r (red line). The line colors represent the hue of the second stimulus. Right panel: color sequence b-b (black line) compared to r-r (gray line). The vertical lines represent the point of objective equality and the points of subjective equality (PSEs). Each psychometric function is based on 288 trials.

As presented in the left panel of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the mean PSEs were smaller when the second stimulus was blue compared to when the second stimulus was red, indicating a relative overestimation of the duration of the blue stimuli.Figure 3Mean point of subjective equality (PSE; panel A) and mean difference limen (DL; panel B) as a function of color sequence. Error bars indicate +/−1 standard error of the mean. *N* = 13. \*Indicates statistically significant differences (*p* \< 0.05).

The data were analyzed by means of two rmANOVAs including the within-subjects factor color sequence (b-r, r-b, b-b, r-r). In the first ANOVA, we analyzed the effect of color sequence on the PSE. The effect of color sequence was significant, *F*(3, 36) = 6.857, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathop{\varepsilon }\limits^{ \sim }$$\end{document}$ = 0.580, *p* = 0.007, η~p~^2^ = 0.364. A post-hoc paired-samples *t*-test comparing the between-color conditions b-r and r-b showed that the PSEs were significantly smaller when the second stimulus was blue rather than when it was red, *t*(12) = 2.917, *p* = 0.013, *d*~*z*~ = 0.81, confirming an overestimation of the duration of blue stimuli relative to red stimuli. A post-hoc *t*-test comparing the color sequences b-b and r-r did not indicate a significant difference between the PSEs observed for the two same-color sequences, *t*(12) = 1.645, *p* = 0.126.

Note also that the slightly negative PSEs for the same-color sequences (b-b and r-r) indicate a time-order-error in the sense that the two stimuli were perceived as identical in duration when the second stimulus was actually slightly shorter than the first.

In the second ANOVA, we analyzed the effect of color sequence on the DL. There was no significant effect of color sequence on the DL, *F*(3, 36) = 1.957, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathop{\varepsilon }\limits^{ \sim }$$\end{document}$ = 0.725, *p* = 0.158, η~p~^2^ = 0.140. As seen in panel B of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the DLs were relatively similar for the four color sequences, except for a slightly higher DL for sequence r-r. In an additional analysis presented in the Supplementary Information, we estimated separate DLs for trials on which the comparison was presented in the first interval and trials on which the comparison was presented in the second interval^[@CR34]^. This analysis showed no significant effect of color sequence on the DLs, compatible with the analysis reported above. The interaction between color sequence and position of the comparison was also not significant. However, the DLs were significantly larger on trials where the CI was presented first, compatible with previous studies^[@CR34]--[@CR36]^.

SAM ratings {#Sec4}
-----------

In each of the four experimental sessions, the emotional responses to the blue and red stimulus were assessed by means of the nonverbal self-assessment manikin (SAM) scales^[@CR37]^. One rating was obtained before the duration discrimination task, and one rating after the task. The mean arousal, valence, and dominance ratings for the red and blue stimulus are depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, averaged across sessions (1 to 4) and across the pre- and post-task ratings obtained in each session. The data indicate that the red stimulus was rated as more arousing and more dominant in comparison to the blue stimulus, whereas the valence ratings were approximately equal for the two colors.Figure 4Mean SAM ratings on each scale (arousal, valence, and dominance) as a function of stimulus color. Error bars indicate +1 standard error of the mean. *N* = 13. \*Indicates statistically significant differences (*p* \< 0.05).

The rating data were analyzed by means of three separate paired-samples *t*-tests for arousal, valence, and dominance. The independent variable was stimulus color (red versus blue). Stimulus color had a significant effect on arousal, *t*(12) = 3.996, *p* = 0.002, *d*~*z*~ = 1.11, and dominance, *t*(12) = 2.511, *p* = 0.027, *d*~*z*~ = 0.70. There was no significant effect of color on valence, *t*(12) = 0.084, *p* = 0.937.

Additionally, by means of correlation analyses, we investigated whether the difference in the PSE between the color sequences red-blue and blue-red was correlated with the difference in arousal ratings between the red and the blue stimulus. This was not the case, *r* = 0.199, *p* = 0.515.

Discussion {#Sec5}
==========

In the present study, we investigated whether the perceived duration of a visual stimulus is affected by its color. Based on the well-known effects of arousal on time perception and the arousing character of red hues, we assumed that participants should overestimate the duration of a red stimulus in comparison to a blue stimulus. By means of a two-interval duration-discrimination task, we obtained independent measures of temporal accuracy (PSEs) and temporal precision (DLs). Unexpectedly, our data clearly indicate a temporal overestimation of the blue stimulus in comparison to the red stimulus. Based on the analyses of the psychometric functions, blue and red stimuli were perceived to be of equal duration when the blue stimulus was in fact 60 ms (12%) shorter than the red stimulus (mean difference in PSEs). This effect was large in size according to the classifications by Cohen^[@CR31]^. This result is particularly surprising because the red stimulus induced significantly higher levels of arousal according to the emotion ratings collected in the experiment, as expected. However, the difference in the PSEs between red and blue stimuli was not correlated with the difference in arousal ratings between red and blue, thus questioning arousal as the main driving factor in the context of our study.

It is a general uncertainty in research on emotion whether, for example, the arousal rating for an "emotional" picture reflects the actual emotional state of the observer while viewing the picture, or rather a "semantic" judgment of the content of the picture. For instance, as noted by a reviewer, a demand characteristic in the sense of 'everyone thinks red is more arousing than blue' could have contributed to the arousal ratings. On the other hand, it is not impossible that knowing that 'everyone thinks red is more arousing than blue' causes a state of higher arousal, broadly in the sense of a self-fulfilling prophecy. Several studies reported a correlation between arousal ratings and changes in physiological markers of arousal (such as the skin conductance response), both for colors^[@CR9]^ and emotional pictures^[@CR38]^. This suggests that, e.g., the higher arousal ratings for red compared to blue stimuli are note merely a "cold" semantic judgment but in fact represent changes in the arousal state of the observers. This notwithstanding, even if we assumed the arousal ratings collected in our experiment to be "cognitive" rather than "emotional" judgments, and thus conclude that the stimulus color did not alter the arousal state of the participants, this does not explain the observed overestimation of the duration of blue stimuli.

Can the effect be explained in terms of attention? If specific attentional processes were underlying the effect, one might expect differences not only in the accuracy but also in the precision of the duration judgments. Increased selective attention in timing tasks has been shown to be associated with higher temporal precision^[@CR29]^. Our results, however, do not indicate such an effect on the precision (DL) of temporal judgments, thus questioning an explanation in terms of attentional processes. Moreover, the time intervals of our duration-discrimination task were in the sub-second range, where attentional (cognitive) processes in time perception are typically assumed to be less relevant than at longer durations.

If one considers the earliest stage of visual perception, red and blue light of course results in a different activation pattern in human photoreceptors. The activation of S-cones relative to the activation of M- and L-cones will be higher under blue than under red light. However, we are not aware of physiological models suggesting a differential effect of different cone types on time perception. Red and blue light will also have different effects on the so-called non-visual photoreceptors. These melatonin-suppressing retinal ganglion cells^[@CR39]--[@CR41]^ project to the suprachiasmatic nuclei, which are involved in the regulation of circadian transitions between sleep and wakefulness^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. The dominant peak in the wavelength spectrum of the blue primary of our CRT display (453 nm) is close to the peak sensitivity in the action spectrum of the Melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells at approximately 460 nm^[@CR40],[@CR44]^. In contrast, the dominant spectral peak for the red primary was located at 625 nm, which can be considered to be outside the action spectrum of the Melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells. Thus, the blue stimuli could have caused a higher activation in the circadian system, and this system has been suggested to play a role for the perception of short durations^[@CR45],[@CR46]^. However, due to the relatively low light intensity and the short presentation duration, it is not immediately clear whether significant effects in the circadian system can be expected for our stimuli. Also, the activation of the visual photoreceptors (rods and cones) modulates the activation of the Melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells^[@CR47]^, which makes the prediction of the responses of the latter cells to colors of short and long wavelength more complicated. Thus, additional research would be required to identify a potential role of the non-visual photoreceptors for time perception.

In conclusion, our results show that the perceived duration of a stimulus is affected by its hue. Blue stimuli were temporally overestimated in comparison to red stimuli. This result is particularly surprising as the red stimuli were rated as being more arousing. While, in general, arousal is known to cause an acceleration of the internal clock, leading to an overestimation of duration, arousal is obviously not the main driving factor in the context of our experiment. Moreover, as the precision (variability) of duration judgments did not differ between red and blue stimuli, an alternative explanation for the effect of hue in terms of attentional processes remains also questionable. Thus, it remains for future research to identify the processes underlying the effects of color on time perception. Notwithstanding the discussed limitations of our study and the need for additional research, this line of research might contribute to the progression and modification of models of time perception and temporal processing.

Method {#Sec6}
======

Participants {#Sec7}
------------

16 students (10 female) participated in the experiment in return for partial course credit. All participants were healthy and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. A test of color deficiency^[@CR48]^ confirmed normal color vision in all participants (test plates 1, 4, 7, 13, 15, and 20 were presented under daylight conditions). Data from three participants were excluded from the analysis due to extremely poor performance in the duration discrimination task (data from one participant did not allow fitting the psychometric model; in two other cases, the difference limens of specific conditions were extremely large, 3161 and 14397 ms, respectively). The remaining 13 participants (10 female) ranged in age from 20 to 26 years (*M* = 21.77 y, *SD* = 1.96 y). The experiment was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Institute of Psychology at the Johannes Gutenberg-Universität. Prior to the study, the IRB had informed us that in accordance with the department's ethics guidelines no explicit ethics vote of the IRB was necessary for our study, because we tested only healthy adult volunteers, only harmless visual stimuli were presented, the experiment did not cause physical or psychological stress, no physiological parameters were measured, no sensitive data like personality or clinical scales were collected, and no misleading or wrong information was given to the participants. All participants participated voluntarily after having provided informed written consent. They were uninformed about the experimental hypotheses.

Apparatus {#Sec8}
---------

The experiment was carried out in a soundproof booth with dimmed lights. Instructions and stimuli were presented by a computer equipped with a dual core E5700 processor and an Nvidia Quadro FX1400 graphics card. The screen was a NEC Model Multi Sync 90 F 19″ CRT display with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels at a display rate of 89 Hz and a color depth of 32 bit. The participant's head was steadied by a chin rest at a viewing distance of 85 cm from the screen. The stimuli were presented using Python 2.7. All responses were given by using a numeric keypad and a response box with two buttons.

Stimuli and procedure {#Sec9}
---------------------

In a two-interval duration-discrimination task, on each trial, two color stimuli (disks with a diameter of 10° visual angle at the viewing distance of 85 cm) were presented successively in the center of the screen. The blank inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was 900 ms. On each trial, one stimulus was presented for 500 ms (standard interval; SI), while the duration of the other stimulus varied between 300 and 700 ms in steps of 50 ms (comparison interval; CI). The CI was presented in the first or second temporal position with equal probability. Four different sequences of the hues of the two stimuli were presented (red-blue \[r-b\], blue-red \[b-r\], blue-blue \[b-b\], red-red \[r-r\]). After the presentation of the second stimulus, the participant indicated which stimulus had been presented for a longer duration, using the two designated response buttons. No feedback was provided. After an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 3000 ms, the next trial started.

The blue stimulus was presented with the blue primary set to its maximum level (RGB = \[0, 0, 1\]). Its colorimetric values are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In order to ensure isoluminance of the two color stimuli, the intensity of the red stimulus was individually adjusted at the beginning of session 1. Using the method of flicker photometry^[@CR8]^, three heterochromatic brightness matches between blue and red were obtained per participant. The digital level of the red primary was varied, and the digital levels of the green and blue primary were set to 0. The participants were asked to increase or decrease the brightness of the red stimulus using the two response buttons until the subjective amount of flicker was minimal. The flicker frequency was 10 Hz.Table 1Colorimetric values of the blue and the red disk color. Columns *X*, *Y*, and *Z* display the CIE XYZ tristimulus values according to the 10° CIE 1964 standard observer^[@CR49]^, columns *L\** and *h\** display the lightness and hue values according to the CIE LCh 1976 system^[@CR50]^, column *S* displays the saturation values calculated from the LCh 1976 chroma (*C\**) values: *S* = *C\**^2^/(*C\**^2^ + *L\**^2^)^1/2^ · 100%^[@CR51]^. *L\**, *S*, and *h\** are specified relative to a D65 white point. For the red stimulus, all values were averaged across the 13 remaining participants (*SD* in parentheses).Disk color*XY* (cd/m^2^)*ZL\*Sh\** (deg)Blue3.092.1515.0516.2695.53293.15Red3.65\
(0.76)2.07\
(0.42)0.48\
(0.06)15.72\
(2.23)92.21\
(0.61)32.46\
(2.06)

In a within-subjects design, the three experimental factors (color sequence, CI position, and CI duration) were fully crossed. Each of the 4 (color sequence) × 2 (CI position) × 9 (CI duration) combinations was presented 16 times, resulting in a total of 1152 experimental trials per participant. Participants were tested in four experimental sessions, each lasting approximately 40 minutes. In each session, 288 trials of the duration-discrimination task were presented in random order. In session 1, participants received a short practice block (20 trials, randomly selected). In all sessions, the brightness of the red stimulus in the duration discrimination task was based on the individual brightness matches obtained in the first session.

Before the beginning of the duration-discrimination task, in each session, the emotional responses to the blue and red stimulus were assessed by means of the nonverbal self-assessment manikin (SAM) scales^[@CR37]^. The emotional dimensions valence, arousal, and dominance are illustrated by nine horizontally arranged pictograms each. From left to right, for the valence dimension, the scale ranges from a smiling, happy figure to a frowning, unhappy figure. For the arousal dimension, it ranges from an excited, wide-eyed figure to a relaxed, sleepy figure. For the dominance dimension, it ranges from a tiny to a large figure. A computer-based version of the scales was used. The scales were displayed with numerical labels ranging from "1" to "9", respectively. For the arousal scale, "1" corresponded to "calm" and "9" to "aroused". For the valence scale, "1" and "9" corresponded to "unpleasant" and "pleasant", respectively. For the dominance scale, "1" and "9" corresponded to "submissive" and "dominant", respectively. The nine numbers were vertically aligned with the centers of the nine pictograms. For each of the three scales, participants rated their emotional state by entering one of the integer numbers 1 to 9 on the numerical keypad. First, the blue stimulus was rated in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance. Subsequently, the red stimulus was rated accordingly. The SAM ratings were used as a manipulation check, in order to test whether the red stimulus induced more arousal than the blue stimulus. After the duration-discrimination task, in order to increase the reliability of the SAM-ratings, a second set of ratings for the two color stimuli was collected in each session.
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